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*All high flow models include a case drain to relieve excess pressure build-up and protect hydraulic motor life.   **Custom sizes and lengths available upon request. 
Safety information: always operate skid steer according to manufacturers recommendation. Operator of skid steer should be behind shatter-proof glass.

MODELS FOR UNIQUE APPLICATIONS  - 9000 SERIES  

*All high flow models include a case drain to relieve excess pressure build-up and protect hydraulic motor life.          **Custom sizes and lengths available upon request. 
 Safety information: always operate skid steer according to manufacturers recommendation.  
 Operator of skid steer should be behind shatter-proof glass.

The 9000 High Flow has two motors and a four (4) blade off-set cutting system to ensure full coverage of the massive 7.5 
feet. You will quickly tackle your project with this powerhouse. The combination of long-lasting high strength tempered 
steel blades, one piece formed 1/4” heavy-duty steel, and the balanced spun formed pan will provide the strength and 
stability to move through tough overgrowth. Front and rear chains aid in mulching and containment of debris. The front 
chains are replaceable. The 9000 High Flow will mow down up to 6” brush. All high flow models include a case drain to 
relieve excess pressure build-up and protect hydraulic motor life. Three year warranty on the structural steel.

SPECIFICATIONS 9000 Standard 9000 High Flow*

Cutting Width: 90.000 90.000

Overall Width: 93.250 93.250

Overall Length: 78.375 78.375

Blade Carrier Type: (2) 1.000 Disc High Strength Steel

Blades: (4) .500 x 4.000 (High Strength, Updraft)

Blade Rotation: Off Set - Counter Clockwise

Drive Protection: GRD-2 Bolt (Shear Bolt)

Motor/Gearbox Coupler: Machined Steel

Motor Protection: Pressure Reliefs Pressure Reliefs, Case Drain

Deck Thickness: .250 One Piece of Formed Steel

Hydraulic Hose with 
Protective Wrap**:

90.000

Flat Face Coupling**:
STANDARD

Gearbox Seal Guard:

Cutting Capacity Max.: 4" 6"

Required GPM: 20 - 25 26 - 40 

PSI MIN/MAX: 3000/3500 3000/4100

Weight of Cutter: 1,790 lbs. 1,812 lbs.


